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Apartheid a tragedy
says Donald Woods
by Linda Pope
Trail Staff Writer
On December 31, 1976, former
South African newspaper editor
Donald Woods risked his life to
escape from his native country—a
country which, three months prior,
banned him because of his outspoken
antigovemment views. As he resumed
life as a free man in exile in London,
he began a career as a novelist and
lecturer which took him to every continent speaking out against apartheid.
On Monday he will bring his message
to UPS as he presents a lecture titled
"Apartheid and the Tragedy of South
Africa'' at Kilworth Chapel at 8:00
p.m.
Woods made international news
headlines in 1977 with his daring
escape, but in South Africa he had attracted political attention for many

years. Born in the Transkei in 193
to a conservative family descended
from original British settlers, Woods
grew up a supporter of the status quo.
Until his college days, Woods clung
to the racist beliefs of his family, feeling that white supremacy was
necessary for a stable government. It
was not until Woods began studying
law at Capetown University that he
started to question the legitimacy of a
government which subordinated
justice to race. Woods re-examined
his attitudes and beliefs and emerged
a liberal.
In 1965, Woods accepted the
editorship of the East London Daily
Dispatch, a liberal newspaper through
which he was able to speak out
against apartheid. His reputation as a
writer and an outspoken libetal
continued on paqe 2

Inte ational scholar accepts Magee chair
by Steven A. Harvey
Editor

Russell McCormmach, an internationally recognized scholar of the
history of science has been named
John Magee Distinguished Professor
in the UPS honors program, the
university's public relations office announced today.
McCormmach who interviewed
-

Russell McCorrnmach will assume the Honors
Program 's history of science Magee chair

the position last spring, will join
the UPS faculty in the fall of 1984.
(hrista Jungnickel has also been appointed to the UPS faculty as an adiuflCt ussistant professor in history
for

Husband and wife, McCormmach and
Jungnickel will share teaching responsibilities in history and in the honors
program. McCormmach is currently a
professor at Johns Hopkins University.
McCormmach 's appointment should
be a tremendous asset to the university, according to members of the
search committee who interviewed
him. "The man is a figure of intellectual distinction, and his presence is a
sign of the growing intellectual
distinction of the institution as a
whole,'' says Theodore Taranovski,
director of the honors program. Citing
McCormmach's reputation as a
teacher and scholar, Taranovski called
McCormmach the strongest and most
suitable candidate for the position.
Chairman of the Physics Department H. James Clifford feels that McCormrnach will set a new standard of
scholarship among UPS faculty, a
standard Clifford feels will benefit the
entire university. Clifford feels that
McCormmach will add a "new
dimension'' to the history and
philosophy of science at UPS, an area
Clifford thinks has been undervalued
at the institution in the past. McCormmach's published work has been
internationally acclaimed, according to

Clifford.
McCormmach is a specialist in the
history of modern science and has
written on a wide range of topics in
the history and philosophy of science.
McCormmach founded the periodical
Historical Studies in the

Sciences which he edited for ten
years. He is also known for Night
Thoughts of a Classical Physicist, a
novel that combines history, physics,
and the politics of science in the story
of an aging professor of physics in a
continued on page 3

S needs clear regulatory
policy says Branson
Society should develop a philosophy
of corporate law before trying to
regulate corporations, according to
Douglas M. Branson, Professor of
Law at the University of Puget
Sound. Branson, who calls corporate
regulations one of the most neglected
areas of law will deliver the John D.
Regester lecture at UPS's Kilworth
Chapel on Wednesday October 26 at
8:00 p.m.
Environment and anti-trust regulations are only ''bandaid" solutions to
the problem of corporate responsibility, according to Branson. He says
hat before attempting legislation,
society should decide what role it
wants such regulation to play. Rather
than legislate piecemeal, Branson

says, "maybe we ought to go deeper,
deal with the roots of the corporation,
and deal with causes rather than
symptoms."
One goal for corporate regulation
should be to promote a system which
relies heavily on savings and investment, Branson feels. ''Until we have
one,'' he says, ''we can't think of
any responsibilities." Branson sees
good evidence of a savings and investment lag over the last 10 or 15
years.
Such a system does not necessarily
imply less regulation, according to
Branson. In some cases, he says,
regulation might increase. ''We
might just have to decide what we
continued on page 3
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South African journalist to speak on apartheid
continued from page 1

spread. He became a syndicated columnist published by six papers. At
the same time, pressure from the
government increased. In the next 12
years Woods was prosecuted six times
and received a six month prison
sentence for refusing to reveal the
source of a story.
Still, Woods continued to write.
in the mid-70's, he developed a close
friendship with Stephen Bantu Biko,
prominent organizer of the Black Consciousness Movement—a radical
black liberation organization. Largely
as a result of Biko's influence, Woods
began to re-examine his liberal views.
Although he first thought Biko a black
racist, he began to agree with him
that the fight against apartheid would
require a firmer stance rooted in the
black population, and that black
leadership independent of the white
liberals was a necessity.
In September 1977, Biko was arrested for interrogation by the South
African police. After 22 hours of
questioning and torture, Biko died,
most probably of blows to the head.
Biko's death prompted Woods to
write even more vehemently against
the government. Editorials which
blamed the police for Biko's death
finally resulted a government ban of
Woods on October 19, 1977.
Henceforth Woods was placed under
constant surveillance, forbidden to
write publicly or privately, allowed
only one visitor at a time, and denied
the right to leave his home province.
Unofficial persecution increased as

well. In November a police officer
sent the family T-shirts which had
been soaked in acid; Wood's 5 year
old daughter was burned when she
tried one on.
Woods endured life under the ban
for two months before making the
decision to flee the country—an action punishable by death. On
December 31 (a date chosen because
of the plausibility of travel during the
holiday season), Woods' wife and
children, who were not restricted by
the ban, left on a routine trip to the
neighboring state of Lesotho. Meanwhile, Woods, disguised with dyed
hair, a mustache, and thick glasses,
began a 185 mile journey to the Tele
River, the border between the two
countries. Assuming various accents
and identities, he hitchhiked and
walked to the river where he swam
across to safety and to his family on
the other side.
His life since his liberation has been
devoted to continuing the outcry
against apartheid which the South
African government once tried unsuccessfully to stifle. After moving to
London with his family, Woods soon
published Biko, an account of Stephen
Bantu 's life and the inquest into his
death. Woods began it in South
Africa illegally while under the ban
and completed it while in exile in
London. About a year and a half
later, in the fall of 1979, he accepted
a Neiman fellowship at Harvard and
studied there for one year. Following
that, in August of 1981, he released
his second book, Asking for Trouble:

Autobiography of a Banned Journalist.

In addition to writing, Woods
began an extensive speaking campaign, traveling on the lecture circuit
and reaching hundreds of millions of
people through the various media
with his antiapartheid message. In
1978 he was invited to address the
United Nations Security Council—the
first private citizen ever to do so.
Living on the outside of the system
which once oppressed him, and which
contines to oppress millions of blacks,
Woods still believes that change is
possible. Woods stresses the need for
a greater awareness by the rest of the
world, and by the white South
Africans themselves, of the injustices
of the current political system. He
also lobbies diligently for the imposition of political and economic sanctions against the apartheid government. In 1978 Woods addressed the
AFL-CIO and was largely responsible
for sparking that body's anti-South
African stance. Woods also met at
various times with members of the
Carter administration, although he
never saw the realization of his most
basic political goal—a U.S. policy of
strict neutrality towards a government
which he feels is enslaving the majority of its population.
The changing of U.S. administration has not made Woods' fight any
easier. The Reagan administration's
policy is to support the existing
government and help it to affect
changes. The effectiveness of this in
achieving reform is questioned by

many.
P.W. Botha, the current
prime minister, has taken a more
liberal stance than his predecessor
John Vorsten in granting civil rights to
blacks. Botha has tried to reduce
public racial segregation and has
worked towards labor reform
movements which lift restrictions from
black workers. Critics of the Botha
regime argue, however, that these
changes affect only a minority of
blacks, primarily urbanites. Critics
add that the 17 million others, many
of whom are jobless, homeless, and
forced to reside in government settlement camps, will be untouched by
these reforms. At any rate, the fact
remains that every black, despite his
status, is still forbidden to vote, to
own property, even to travel freely
about the country.
Supporters of Botha'a policies, in
particular the U.S. government, argue
that his reforms are positive
movements away from the apartheid
system. Critics, meanwhile, hold
that despite these changes, life today
remains much the same for most of
the blacks as it was 20 years ago
when Woods began speaking out
against it. Whatever the state of the
South African government, the U.S.
remains tied to it both economically,
through its multi-national corporations, and politically, through the
Reagan Administration's ''constructive engagement' 'policy. In Woods'
opinion, these ties give us considerable leverage which could enable
us to effect change in the present
continued on page
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LETTERS TO THE ED ITOR
Senators praise
Solidarios, Dodson
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the entire ASUPS
organization, we would like to thank
Semi Solidarios for all his hard work
on Sherlock Holmescoming 1983.
Because the Special Events Committee is without a chairperson, Semi
volunteered to chair an ad-hoc
Homecoming Committee which,
with a lot of effort in very little time,
organized a successful weekend.
As Director of Student Activities,
Semi has continually dedicated his
time and creative energy to the success of student programs, often with
little recognition. His leadership,
selflessness, and enthusiasm provide
immense support to all groups
within ASUPS.
We would also like to recognize
Dean of Students David Dodson. In
his own words, David is the "lightning rod" for student and faculty
criticism, a role that he accepts. The
vast majority of this criticism is
undeserved. For those people whose
only exposure to David is the Combat Zone, we want to express that he

is a warm, caring individual who
means a great deal to our organization and to the well-being of all UPS
students. Those who work with him
respect him for his dedication to the
betterment of student life at UPS.
Sincerely,
ASUPS Senate

Freshmen update
elections article

2) The elections committee
received a loan from ASUPS to
cover the costs of the public
forum/ice cream social.
3) To extend the length of the
campaign period, the election
date has been moved to Monday,
October 24.
Thank you for your support and

Dear Editor:
As members of the freshmen elections committee, we appreciate the
Trail's article, "Freshmen council
faces organizational difficulties",
published October 14, 1983.
Since the article was printed,
several changes in the status of the
elections have occurred.
1) As of October 16, there were
ten candidates running for posi tions on the freshmen class coun cil.
They are: Samson Aiona, Mimi
Dega, Kristin Gogerty, Jill Hanson,
Eric Mack, Ian Northrip, Christoph
Shebel, Steve Schwartz, Steve
Shelver, and Scott Stevens.

for your help in publicizing the
freshmen elections.
Jill Hanson, Erin Mack
Letters to the editor are welcome, but must
be typed and signed, and are due in the Trail
office by noon on the Tuesday preceding
publication. The editor reserves the right to
edit all non-essential material which does not
affect content. Letters will be printed on a
space available basis.
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McCormmach, Jungenickel bring talents to history of science position
continued from page 1

small German university in 1918. At
his interview last spring, McCormmach discussed the role of science in
society as illustrated by an ongoing
dialogue between Albert Einstein and
German novelist Hermann Broch. McCormmach and Jungnickel recently
completed writing Intellectual
Mystery of Nature: Its Pursuits by
German Physicists from Ohm to
Heisenberg. The book will be
published by Johns Hopkins University Press.
Taranovski and Clifford look forward to the benefits of
'. Ill ietuiscipiiiiat y
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capacity, hoping that McCormmach
will help bridge the gap between
science and humanities. "Both groups
will take great pride in identifying
with him,'' says Clifford.
UPS's decision to devote an en
dowed chair to the history and
philosophy of science is one of the
things which attracted McCormmach
and Jungnickel to UPS, McCormmach
said in a telephone interview Wednesday evening. ''We believe that the
history of science has the potential for
bringing together people from different fields, and we're intrigued by
the opportunity of trying to realize

Dan Evans speaks at UPS Sunday
Iohn Sneilman tn

Sunday, October 20 U.S. Senator
Dan Evans will visit U.P.S.
Evans will be speaking informally
from 11:30-12:30 in the Snack Bar.
The meeting is likely to be the only
chance students will have to meet
Evans in Pierce County, according to
Dan Cummings, one of the founders
of UPS Students for Dan Evans.
Evans will be speaking about topics in
education and higher education, Cummings says.
Evans was appointed by Governor

fl1 rh

et left un-

cant by the death of U.S. Senator
Henry Jackson. Evans is facing U.S.
Representative Michael Lowry in the
November 8 senatorial election.
Evans was elected governor of
Washington three times in a row.
Under Evans' administration the state
built ten new community colleges and
one state college. Evans says he is
committed to improving education at
all levels.
As governor, Evans also had a
balanced budget.

Senate Report: Phibbs
by Glenn W. Chiott
News Editor

The first meeting of the new
Senate appointed two new student
representatives to Trustee committees. The Senate also allocated funds
from contigency and received a report
from Popular Entertainment on the
cost of Pee Wee Herman's visit.
Senator Tracey Wickersham announced that Law Professor James
Beaver and Business Professor Robert
Terpstra willS discuss the degree that
''ethical considerations [should] influence the investment policies of
private institutions.' , The discussion
will be during an Open Forum at
8:00 p.m. today in the Snack Bar.

The professors have a copy of the
UPS investment policy given to them
by Financial Vice President Ray Bell,
said Wickersham.
ASUPS President John Pilcher said
the faculty is forming an ad hoc committee to discuss ASARCO. The committee will meet at 3:00 p.m. today
in Ll236.
Pilcher also said President of the
University Philip Phibbs will address
the Senate next Tuesday. Pilcher asked the Senate limit questions during
Phibbs' visit to concerns about cocurricular activities. Pitcher said the
question of the importance of cocurricular activities ''centers on what
education is all about.'' The placement of co-curricular activities in

this at UPS, ' ' McCormmach said.
McCormmach and Jungnickel were
reluctant to discuss their goals for
teaching at UPS, preferring to wait
until they are on campus. ' 'It's too
early to tell what topics will prove a
useful addition to the curriculum now
at UPS, ' ' McCormmach said. But
McCormmach indicated that both
have wide interests within the field.
"In courses in the past that Christa
and I have offered, ' ' said McCormmach, ' 'we've taken up not only the
history of science per Se, but we 'ye
also looked at subjects such as the
relation of science to literature, ethics,
and technology."
McCormmach and Jungnickel apparently accepted UPS's offer of the
appointment sometime ago, but asked
the UPS administration to defer announcement of their acceptance.
Associate Dean Wolfred Bauer refused to comment on when McCormmach and Jungnickel accepted the appointrnent or why they asked that the
announcement be deferred. McCormmach felt he had obligations to fulfill
at Johns Hopkins including work with
doctoral students and completion of
his and Jungnickel 's book, cornmented Dean Thomas A. Davis.
Deferrred announcement of the dcci-

sion to leave Johns Hopkins allowed
McCormmach and Jungnickel a
graceful exit and was simply a matter
of courtesy and good judgement, according to Clifford. McCormmach
also refused comment on the couple's
decision to leave Johns Hopkins.
noting that the decision was made for
personal reasons.
Jiingnickel, who holds a Ph.D. in
the history of science from Johns
Hopkins, is also qualified to teach
courses on the intellectual history of
Germany according to Taranovski.

Branson looks at corp law
continued from page 1

want to do."
In his lecture Wednesday. Branson
plans to trace the history of ioeas
about corporate regulation. Branson 's
lecture will focus on questions about
the relationship of the corporation to
its owners and to society.
Branson plans to discuss the history
of problems posed and solutions offered regarding the issue of corporate
regulation during the last 50 years.
"I think you can learn a lot by
analyzing what proposals have come
along over the years, dissecting them,
and seeing what has come out of it,"
Branson says.

to discuss co-curriculum
education needs to be studied more
deeply, Pilcher believes. Executive
Vice President Holly Sabelhaus emphasized the importance of Phibbs '5
visit. Sabelhaus also expressed her
displeasure at the iow turnout of
students at Senate meetings.
Sabelhaus noted that no one was at
the meeting who did not have
business there, and asked the senators
to "bring a friend to Senate" to hear
Phibbs speak.
Popular Entertainment chair Susan
Schlee reported that ASUPS lost in
the vicinity of $ 1,000 on Pee Wee
Herman. According to Schlee, and
Director of Student Programs Semi
Solidarios, the loss was expected and
was low compared to past years.

Senator Duncan Marsh, reporting
for Finance Committee, recommended
the Senate pass two spending motions. One motion asked for money
for a new lettering system for Publicity. The other motion asked for money
to send Media Adviser Bill Hirshman
to Chicago for a national media adviser's conference. The Dean of
Students office is paying for most of
Hirshman 's expenses. Both motions
passed, with the money coming from
Contingency.
Pitcher announced two Trustee appointments. Carrie Glenn was appointed to Planning and Priorities
Committee, and Mary Piper was appointed to the University Enrichment
Committee.

the hobbitt
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Director fights stereotyping in westerns
by Julie Shipman
Managing Editor

Lucas, a director of North
American Indian films, lectured at
UPS Tuesday night. He claims that it
was in the theater at age 12 that he
recognized the enormous subliminal
manipulation of which film is capable.
It is not only white audiences who see
Indians depicted in a certain way by
the pervasive medium of film. Lucas
saw that Indians themselves had
begun believing in the images on the

Phil Lucas cheered for the cavalry.
He and dozens of other kids in the
movie theater audience screamed with
delight as the United States Cavalry
routed the Indians. But suddenly,
Lucas stopped. It had just occurred to
him that he was cheering for the
wrong team. Lucas and the other kids
in the audience were Indians.

lie's a Marine Officer Selection Officer. And lies got the
answers to your questions about becoming a Marine Corps
Officer. He can tell you:
• You'll start off making more than $17,000 ayear
• You could sign up for the undergraduate Officer Commis-

screen, and had altered their selfimages accordingly.
With this in mind, Lucas began
making Indian films. ''I believe people are basically good," said Lucas
Tuesday. "But they need to be informed so that they can do good."
Three years ago, Lucas finished a film
series called Images of Indians , which
illustrates how Hollywood has
depicted Indians as ''quaint, strange,

but not quite human savages.''
Lucas showed two episodes of the
series, which has been broadcast on
public television stations around the
country. Lucas and his partner watched over 500 Westerns and spent over
$150,000 gathering film clips to use
forlmages of Indians. The series is
essentially a collage of interviews and
excerpts from actual Westerns; somerontinued on page 6

• You could get free ciilian flying lessons and be
guaranteed flight school upon graduation from college
He'll also tell you first hand what it's like to be a Marine
Corps Officer. And that he's only looking for a few good men
to fill these positions. Are you one of them?
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See Your Selection Officers, Capt. Rasmussen & Capt. Vik
On 9/29, 10/14, 26, 12/1 or call (206) 442-7710.
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SAGE hopeful despite lack of funding, response
by Sharlene Graham
Trail Staff Writer

Whether you are male or female,
married or unmarried, holding down a
job or working towards one, returning
to college after a one, ten, or twentyyear gap can be a frustrating experience. A growing campus
organization called SAGE tries to help
returning students deal with the
frustrations of re-entry.
Spearheaded by Pam Olsen and
recognized last January as a legitimate
student group, the Survivor's
Association for Gaining an Education
(SAGE) is intended to assist the transition back to campus life for students
over the age of 22 who are coming
back to or beginning a postponed college education. Chaired by Diane Arnold and Donna McKeag—returning
students themselves, SAGE hopes to
become an effective supplement to the
"non-traditional" student's educational process by voicing concerns and
lending a sympathetic ear.
Following the first organizational
meeting of this year on September
28th, a second gathering was held at
noon in the upstairs lounge of the
SUB on October 3rd. Eleven of the
thirteen in attendance were women
with widely varying backgrounds.
Lilly Scarborough is a Communications major with a 10-year "educa-

tion gap''; Laura Fearey, who
graduated from an Idaho college in
May, is now working on a second
B.A. in O.T.; Cathy Wolf, a transfer
student from a junior college, is currently studying accounting and commutes from her Port Orchard farm.
The topics discussed at the meeting
ranged from the problems of juggling
family, work and school to the future
efforts and goals of SAGE in trying to
meet student needs. During discussion on how to deal with the difficulties which can result from school
scheduling pressures, most attested to
the fact that having a family to come
home to and possibly a career at the
same time makes for an ungainly and
often disorganized timetable. ''If you
have things to do at home, like
meeting a school bus at 3: 15," says
Scarborough, "there's no way you
can spend hours a week on a sock hop
or a bake sale. It's better to meet at
lunch like this and toss out what's on
your mind."
How can SAGE handle the concerns of non- traditional students?
"We're trying to get across that
SAGE is more of a service than a
club," says Arnold. "It can fulfill the
need of building a support group. "In
addition to providing special services
such as a SAGE bulletin board, a
SAGE house (for commuters who
might wish to stay on campus a few

nights at a time), and a private area in
which to conduct meetings, SAGE
hopes to invite speakers to address
such topics as time management,
organizational skills, and job areas
open to older students.
Organizing the group hasn't been
easy, members say. ASUPS has allotted the group only $ 100 to cover
operating expenses for the year. Andstudent reaction to the group has been
less than enthusiastic. As McKeag
remarks: ''Last year, 23 percent of
the student body was over 22... and
even though we sent questionnaires
and mailings, the response was
poor." Out of 120 questionnaires
sent to students who qualified for
SAGE, only 39 were returned. Most
who responded are female, married,
between the ages of 30 and 35, and
live off campus. Results show that
particular concerns center on space for
off-campus students (locker, meeting
room, and lounge), programming
geared to the older student, and core
requirements available in the summer
and evenings. Other suggestions
made at the first SAGE meeting included organizing a separate orientation for ''non-traditional" students in
order to help ease re-entry,
establishing a system for taking and

delivering emergency messages (particularly important for those students
with children), and attempting to increase faculty awareness that not all
students fit into the 18-22 category.
As ''non-traditional" students
themselves, Arnold, McKeag and
Sandy DiLoreto, another group
leader, understand the feelings of
grdup members. Arnold, who is a
Communication major, returned last
February after three children and a
20-year absence. McKeag, an Education major who hopes to use her
English skills in Japan, came here
after 10 years and two other universities . DiLoreto, ssho attended UPS
for two years and left for 27 to raise a
family, has now returned to complete
an Art Education degree.
The situation appears similar at
other schools. Joanne McCarthy,
enrolled in a UPS German course, has
worked with returning students at
Tacoma Community College and says
the concerns she's met with there are
comparable to those at UPS. ''I teach
college English, so I'm used to being
on campus; but the first time back is
always rough. You're 10 or so years
older than everyone else and the
pressure is on to excel because of that
age/experience difference."

Attention All Trail Staff
Mid-semester all-staff meeting

A representative of the University
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training's

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM

• critique and feedback
• writing tips, deadlines
• refreshments

Attendance Mandatory

will be on campus

rlonday, October 24, 1983 0 9:00am

SUB Room 002

7:00 p.m.

to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities for college graduates in this
growing, new field.
You may qualify for this intensive 12
week, post-graduate course, which enables you to put your education to work
as a skilled member of the legal team.

Please contact your Career
Planning Office at 756-3250.

DO YOU HAVE PROBLEMS
WITH YOUR EATING OR WEIGHT?
Do you binge often? Are you overly concerned about your weight and
how much you eat? Do you starve yourself or use diuretics, excessive
exercise, vomiting, or laxatives to keep your weight down? If so, you
may be having problems with ANOREXIA OR BULIMIA. These are
LEARNED WAYS of trying to handle stress that you can overcome! For
competent counseling help, contact:

For Free Brochure, contact.

1'UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO Room 318, Serra Hall

JJ
W") Lawyer's Assistant Program San Diego, CA 92110

(619) 2934579

The university of San Diego does not discriminate on the
basis of race, sex, color, religion, age, national origin,
ancestry, or handicap in its policies and programs.

CHARLES W. BRUNI, Ph.D.
Dr. Bruni specializes in work with eating disorders and the underlying
stress causing them. Call 759-7984 for further information or an appointment.
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Film indus try has misrepresented Indiansl
continued from page 4

one from the film industry comments
on how Hollywood has
misrepresented Indians, and an appropriate dip is shown to verify each
statement.
For instance, one source comments
that John Ford, the master of the
Western film, is racist. Lucas has
spliced in film clips from The Searchers(1956), one of Ford's classic
Westerns, which shows a cowboy
kicking a squaw down a hill and
amusing his companions, and some
white women who have gone mad
after being held captive by the Indians. The only reasonable conclusion
someone who knew little about Indians could reach from seeing The
Searchers is that squaws aren't as
valuable as other human beings, and
that prolonged personal contact with
Indians drives ordinary women insane.
Images also points out that
Hollywood presents blatant
misconceptions about Indian culture.
Despite the claims of its producers, A
Man Called Horse lacks authenticity,
according to Lucas. Sioux tribes do
not abandon their elders as the film
depicts, nor do they engage in the
same rituals and dress the way the
film shows. Rather, A Man Called
Horse and many other films mix
together customs from many tribes
and ascribe them to one. Hollywood
is not above inventing legends and
rituals either; the movie Broken Arrow (1950) shows braves cutting
their palms and mingling their blood
to form a brotherhood, but no Indian
tribe in North America has such a
ritual. Lucas told the story of a director who played the soundtrack of a
Sioux speaking in a 1950's film
backwards because it "sounded like
an Indian."
According to an Indian actress in
Images,only two stereotypes are ever
called for in a Western film. One is a
beautiful, teenage Indian maiden, and
the other is an old, dumpy squaw.
Images showed clips in which Indian
women were treated as unintelligent

Apartheid
continued from page 2

system— something which he feels
we must pursue. If something else
does not happen, he warns, revolution is inevitable and will take place
before long.
UPS is the first stop for Woods on
a week and a half long tour in the
U.S. After leaving Tacoma, Woods
will meet with Robert McNamara to
discuss the curtailment of U.S. exports to South Africa.

rape objects and beasts of burden. In
fact, according to Lucas, women take
an authoritative role in many tribes:
women vote and act as warriors and
chiefs
Lucas says that not all the
Westerns he watched presented an
unfair picture of Indians. He was surprised to note that the Lone Ranger
film series gave Jay Silverheels equal
billing with Clayton Moore, and gave
Tonto credit "for saving the Lone
Ranger's bacon in most episodes."
Lucas claims the series, made in the
40's and 50's, was ''ahead of its
time''; when a character remarks
about Tonto: "That Injun really

cares! '', the Lone Ranger responds,
"No, all good men care."
Lucas claims the film industry is
improving its depiction of Indians.
Several universities in the United
States have courses on Indians in films
based on Lucas's Images of Indians.

Lucas is also excited about a 6 hour
mini-series he is creating based on the
book Bury My Heart at Wounded
Knee. The series , which should be
finished in two years, covers the
period from 1860-1890. Lucas feels
the Wounded Knee incident is the
''American version of the
holocaust," and points out how
Hitler's treatment of the Jews

parallels in some respects Andrew
Jackson's treatment of the Indians;
both peoples were assigned to camps
and both were deliberately exposed to
disease. The series Bury My Heart at
Wounded Knee has unique clauses in
its contract which make it a milestone
in Indian films. One stipulates that
all Indian parts in the series be played
by Indian actors. The other defines
the theme of the series: "the U.S.
systematically deprived Indians of
their human rights''.
Lucas, who owns his own film
company, has directed Smoke Signals,
a series on the Yakima nation, and
Nez Perce: Portrait of a People.
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Arts and entertainment
East/West clash in Merry Christmas, Mr-Lawrence
by Jayson Jarnion
Trail Staff Writer

Critics are monsters; we love
hating things and have fashioned our
horrible jargon accordingly.
Likewise, we hate loving things;
loving takes too much courage and
too many convictions. We have the
convictions ... but no courage. This is
why we are critics and not movie
directors.
Nagisa Oshima is a movie director.
His latest film, Merry Christmas Mr.
Lawrence, has given me a grand mal

writer's block: it is one of this year's
best films.
Merry Christmas Mr. Lawrence is

set on Java in a World War Two

Japanese prison-camp. On one level,
it is the story of two British army officers and their Japanese captors. On
another level, it is a story of guilt,
shame, and honor. On still another
level, it is a story of cultural conflict
and reconciliation. On any level, it is
excellent.
The acting is superb. Broadway
veteran Tom Conti shines as Colonel
John Lawrence, a sympathetic
Englishman with a foot in Japanese
culture. David Bowie puts in his best
film performance to date as the
powerful and enigmatic Major Jack
Celliers. Ryuichi Sakamoto (who
composed the film's entrancing bicultural score) plays the tortured,

Shakespeare-quoting camp commander, Captain Yonoi, and Beat
Takeshi plays the sometimes brutal,
somehow lovable Sergeant Hara.
These Japanese and British
characters inhabit the same little petri
dish: the prison camp. On one hand,
cultural differences in the camp intensify wartime antagonisms. Hardly a
scene goes by without an East/West
clash.
On the other hand, physical coexistence forces cultural cooperation;
cultures in petri dishes grow together.
Captain Yonoi may be ashamed of his
spiritual affinity for the haunted
Celliers, but the connection is real and
unavoidable. Sergeant Hara may be a

savage oriental taskmaster, but he is a
friend to Lawrence. In spite of
cultural blinkers, each side sees itself
in the enemy.
.The awful mechanics of war and
duty snap the connections for a time,
but in the end, they reappear stronger
than ever. The very existence of this
film testifies to that. Forty years after
the fact, it is a British/Japanese
co-production.
Stylistically, it bears the marks of
Oshima: in-camera editing, subtle
lighting, and understated scenery.
The tone is realistic, and often improvisational: perfect imperfection.
Merry Christmas Mr. Lawrence is

currently playing in Tacoma at the
Villa Plaza Cinemas.

Benedetto's tavern tips: for minors only
by Jim Benedetto
Trail Staff Writer
Note: This is Part II of an article
begun last week which provides
guidelines for minors who want to get
into bars. Part I dealt with how to
appear older than you are; Part II continues with pointers on company,
drinks, and ordering on your night
out.

Company—try not to be in a
group where you are the youngestlooking; if you get carded, and no one
else does, they may ask you to "wait
in the car while we have just one or
two quickies." Even if they do agree
to leave with you, they are likely to
blame their lack of success on having
you along. If possible, find someone
who is of age and looks younger than
any of you do—offer to buy their
drinks for them if necessary (incidentally, I'm available on Monday and
Wednesday evenings). This younglooking adult is liable to be asked to
produce I.D. before you or any of
your friends, and you can all begin
drinking while the barmaid is getting
the prescription for her glasses checked. A partial list of drinking partners
you should avoid includes: guys who
like to whistle at the barmaid; brutes
who break furnishings when the service is slow; 'itchy-finger' types who
steal shot-glasses and beer-mugs off
the vacant tables; and those who seek
attention by carving their initials in
the table.
Drinks—avoid Shirley Temples,
pina coladas, champagne cocktails and
all other specialty drinks ; nobody

drinks those things unless they need a
quick emetic. Cultivate a taste for
scotch and bourbon drinks, gimlets,
tonics, and expensive white wines.
Even in a liquor store, you'll have
more success buying Coronet VSOP
than you would if you tried to buy a
bottle of Ripple. When you go to a
bar, if possible start out with a
straight-shot of Wild Turkey or
Ronrico 151; you'll really impress the
waitress if you can manage to keep
from coughing and turning green
while she's watching.
How to order—It is best never to
be rude; it is worse than rude to be
too tentative or polite. What usually
works well is something like (loud
voice): "Whaddya' got on tap?
Gimme' one 'o 'dem!" What
generally does not work very well is
this (soft voice): "Pardon me, do you
have beer? Can I please have a tall
glass of Budweiser, please, in a clean
glass?" Whenever possible, ask for
beers by nickname. People who drink
in bars don't usually waste time with
extra syllables; so it's 'Bud, ' not
Budweiser, 'Oly.' not Olympia, and
'Hank's,' not Henry Weinhard's

Private Reserve.

One of the most important points
to remember is to vary your drinking
habits. I know that everyone thinks
that Friday and Saturday are the
nights to go out on the town, but
consider this: almost all bars more
more strict about I.D. on those
nights; they have enough customers
then that they can afford to be choosy
about their clientele. Try going out on
a Tuesday or Wednesday night, or

any weekday afternoon. The atmosphere will be more relaxed, you
can often get lunch or happy-hour
specials and, most importantly, you
will be recognized by whoever serves
you. If you do go to a place and get
served the first time, be sure to go in
for a follow-up visit, perhaps as early
as the next day. Reinforce the rapport
with the people you meet there, and
soon you will be thought of as a
'regular.'

Don't forget to tip—this is the
best way to be remembered. I do it
everywhere I go. Give the bartender
or waitress a dollar when you pay for
your first drink; they'll remember you
and what you're drinking. They will
be eager to see you return to their
establishment.
For those places that card at the
door, if you insist on going to such
noisy, crowded waterholes, you may
continued on page 8

Don't shoot it's only
Bartok and Harrison
by Gary Ong
Trail Staff Writer

Back in the 1800's, an Italian
composer named Gioacchino Rossini
wrote a drum solo as the introduction
to an opera. This had never been done
before, and it was quite shocking to
the audience at the premiere of the
opera. One man was so upset that he
challenged Rossini to a duel and fully
intended to shoot him the next time
they met. Luckily for Rossini, he
managed to calm the man down by
promising never to write a drum solo
again in such an unusual place.
If the man who wanted to shoot
Rossini were alive today, he would be
buying ammunition, because on Friday night at 8:00 in Jacobsen Recital
Hall, UPS music students and faculty
will be playing contemporary music
on instruments that include washtubs, flowerpots, and plumber's
pipes. Western composers have tradi-

tionally avoided emphasizing percussion instruments, and pure rhythm,
nrefernnQ to focus on melody and harmony. Lou Harrison and Bela Bartok,
the two composers represented at the
recital, are twentieth century composers who explored the possibilites
of percussion and rhythm, and looked
beyond the limitations of earlier
Western tradition.
In his Concerto for Violin and Percussion Orchestra, Lou Harrison ex-

periments with the complex rhythms
of non-Western cultures. Much of
non-Western music is played by small
groups in which most of the members
are drummers. In India, the Middle
East, and Africa music with drums
playing predominantly is the rule
rather than the exception.
A new trend has developed in the
20th century which combines both
rhythm and unusual percussive
sounds. Items as strange as
continued on paqe 9
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Chamber Music
by Paul Rathbun

One thing about fishing in Puget
Sound, you never know what you
might catch. From feisty perch to
apathetic cod to dynamic salmon, an
angler can anticipate a variety of contests landing the critters. Occasionally
one can even snag a brawny halibut,
and we hear tales of marlin,
thousands of miles away.
The theatre experience here is
much the same. Like the fishing, you
can never predict what you might
hook, and while size is not always
proportional to the quality of the cxpenence, energy is.
Saturday night I was fishing in The
Inside Theatre's 2918 Off-Broadway
series, this time hooking a pair of
one-act plays billed as black comedies. It looked like a good spot to
drop my line, especially when I saw
the surroundings: a dingy, dirty set,
realistic and stretching right into the
audience. The backdrop, a liquid and
chrome collage of materially oriented
knick-knacks, warned me in the program that Joe Orton's play-writing is
a hatchet-hacking attack on the
hypocritical veneer of society, and I
was ready for Ruffian on the Stair to
take my senses for a ride.
For a while, I thought I had a live
one. Mike, a small-time hit man,
seems the essence of low-key Irish
evil. It is clear he cares for little but
himself, and threatens to kill any man

his housemate, Joyce, may have been
"intimate with" since he met her.
He's living with the right person.
Joyce comes across as a dim, dull exhooker; someone who'd live with
Mike. After Mike leaves (to meet a
man in the toilet), Wilson, the ruffian, enters. His malevolence,
homosexuality, and intensity are all
immediately apparent. The plot turns
on the fact that Mike has killed
Wilson's brother/lover, and the story
is one of a twisted harrassmentrevenge-suicide-assualt on Joyce and
her man.
This show has all the components
of a show-piece—good set, capable
people, excellent story line—it just
hasn't solved some glaring (and basic)
problems.
The characters I saw in the opening
never changed. I wondered constantly
what motivated these people. The
words I heard were heated, emotional
and pushy but the people saying them
were cool, reserved, and physically
separated by invisible bubbles, apparently unable to close in on one
another.
Crossed arms, nervous hands, and
preoccupation with a trickily raked
stage continually showed me more actor and less character as the plot
developed. Before long, although it
seemed ludicrous, Joyce decided to
give this supposedly dangerous "ruffian" the gun Mike keeps by the bed.

Major drinking by minors
continued from page 7

think they are off-limits for you until
you 're twenty-one. Not so! There are
a couple of tricks that one can use
with a fair amount of success. Fake
I .D. is to be avoided like the plague;
unless you have a friend that looks
exactly like you, forget this angle.
Fake mustaches can be effective, but
one must see to it that they do not
come off in one's beer.
Here is one of the most successful
scams I know: go out to a very
crowded place at the peak hour on Friday or Saturday. Your party should be
a minimum of four, but not more than
six. Make sure that one or two
young-looking people who are of age
and have plenty of I.D. go the door
immediately ahead of you. Coach
them on acting nervous, as the object
is for the doorman to think that they
are underage. When he asks them to
produce their I.D., they should
distract him for as long as possible
with flamboyant gestures, boisterous
voices and much flourish of wallets

Ruffian thrown back

good catch;

and I.D. cards. You, of course,
should look annoyed at the two fools
impeding your access to the bar, and
shunt past them and the doorman
none too politely. It sounds hokey,
but it works five out of six times if
it's done well.
Here's another good trick, for use
at places that do not card at the door,
but have booths or separate dining
areas. Deposit one or two friends (of
the underage variety), in one of the
booths while everyone else goes up to
the bar for pitchers. If the bartender
balks at giving you mugs for people
who aren't at the bar, don't press it.
After a few minutes, send one of the
guys with I.D. up for a mug of some
specialty beer; when he's done with
it, voila!—one mug for your J.P.
(Junior Partner) friend.
Next issue: ''Do you really need
Plastic Surgery at 19?"
Note: This column is intended
for satirical purposes only; the
Trail does not advocate the
breaking of liquor laws.

well, for eight of history's most
famous women are on display here,
costumed not only as befits their personage, but also as piecemeal as
costumes assembled in a looney bin
might be. The tennis shoes beneath
Joan's armour say it all.
Ostensibly the more lighthearted of
the two shows, Chamber Music
comes closest to revealing the vein of
violence running through mankind,
and our willingness to ignore it. This
is a twist not unlike William
Golding's dimax in Lord of the Flies,
but effective staging keeps this sudden turn from dampening the
lighthearted atmosphere of the show.
This production is not without problems. The players seem trapped in
their chairs sometimes and the movement onstage gets repetitive, particularly for monologues, but
something always happens to pull me
out. This "something" is energy,
and hand in hand with that, a sense of
performers enjoying themselves and
what they are doing.

Considering the situation and her own
initial resistance, this was a
monumental change of attitude, but
no clue is given as to her attitude
should have changed.
Simply put,Chamber Music is the
story of eight female patients at a
mental hospital who have gathered
about their meeting table to plan
strategy for dealing with the men's
ward. They are convinced the men are
about to attack them in some
nebulous, undefined way. Big deal,
paranoids belong in hospitals, right?
Well, paranoia is the least of it for
this odd school of fish.
You see, all of these ladies think
they are someone else; and not just
anyone else. No, these folks all feel
they are someone special. They are.
It is exciting to watch Joan of Arc
burst through a door--in full armour,
Mrs. Mozart (Mrs. Mozart?) lip-sync
an aria, and Queen Isabella prance
about with carefully folded paper fans
pinned to her gown. It is ridiculous as
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AC/DC: Heavy metal turned scrap metal
by Jayson Jarmon
Trail Staff Writer

Many years ago, before I
understood the meaning of the word
''connotation," I played bass guitar
in a band called Ground Zero. Prophetically, we bombed, and I can't
help but think the name had
something to do with it; we were a
target.
Last month, in apparent ignorance
of the term "connotation," Atlantic
Records released AC/DC's latest LP
Flick of the Switch. Unfortunately, a
title like that is apt to put an idea in
one's head: "Switch it off."
I am not admitting to prejudice.
There was a time when I enjoyed
Australia's premiere heavy metal
band. The metal caste, being devoid
of all humor except unintentional selfparody, once benefitted from
AC/DC's acerbic wit and amusing
adolescent vulgarity. But those days
passed with the death of
singer/composer Bon Scott: the oneman-comedy show-squealing section.
Two albums and three years later,
AC/DC has become an uninspired
caricature of itself: just another
thrashing, screeching, heavy metal
bore.
Flick of the Switch is a bad album
because it is an unnecessary album.
We've heard it all before.
Take Angus Young's guitar playing, for instance. Although he is the
most picturesque guitarist since Pete

Townshend, he is also the most overrated. . .and the dullest. His tedious
chop-rhythms and familiar powerchord introductions are almost comical
in their umpteenth incarnation; only
the keys have been changed to protect
the innocent.
Duller still is the noise made by
"singer" Brian Johnson. He howls
like a banshee from track to track until
the entire album becomes an auditory
blur. Listening to him is like going to
the dentist: first, the dull pain, then,
unconsciousness. Mercifully, his lyrics
are unintelligible.
Phil Rudd 's plodding percussion
continues the effect. It wumps and
thumps ceaselessly, monotonously,
without accent or variation, ad infinitum... ad nauseum. Inexpensive
rhythm machines can do this. A circus
chimp with a stick can do this. Why
does Rudd do it?
So-called rhythm guitarist Malcom
Young and bass player Cliff Williams
add much to the monotony by adding
nothing to the music: they are virtually lost in the mix. Perhaps this is intentional ... perhaps this is fortunate.
Flick of the Switch is the dullest
album I've heard in years. It is duller
than the dullest and duller still. It is,
without exaggeration, unbearably
dull. Predictability is fine in classical
music, but in heavy metal it's nothing
but dull. Dull, dull, dull. How can it
be so dull?
Possibly, the problem lies in heavy

Once upon a time, AC/DC did not
fit the formula. Once, it was a band
with humor and style. Now, it has
joined the fold and has lost its essential originality. AC/DC has become
an inorganic block of scrap metal.
With Flick of the Switch, we see a
wealthy group of musicians that have
become grim, priggish, and
aevastatingly dull. Perhpas AC/DC
should call its next album Ground

metal music itself; metal is not a
form ... it is a formula. Invariably, the
recipe calls for limited variation,
disturbing volume, and self-indulgent
soloing. The tremendous musical gaps
inherent in such a schemata are glossed over by gang mentality, tough-guy
bravado, and motorcycle macho.
Metalheads cower behind violence
and sexism to distract attention from
their dull, ineffectual music. Metal is
an illusion, not a musical form.

Zero.

The accent is on rhythm
continued from page 7

one of the drummers will play an
xylophone, which is a set of pieces of
wood that are shaped so that hitting
one will make a specific pitch sound.
Percussionists can play melodies on
the xylophone much as a piano player
would. Both of these elements, the
piano sounding like a percussion instrument, and the percussion instrument sounding like a piano, are mixed
to create a unified sound. The Sonata
is considered one of Bartok's master
works, and is one of the most widely
performed.
The presence of two pieces on the
new music recital that both emphasize
percussion is no coincidence. Richard
Kessler, head of the UPS piano faculty and organizer of the concert, thinks
that a focus on percussion and rhythm
will allow listeners to glimpse what is
going on in this one large area of
modem Western musical exploration.

typewriters have been used to create
new percussion sounds. Moreover,
old instruments are being looked at in
a new light. For instance, you get
sound out of a piano by pushing down
a piano key. The key swings a small
hammer that hits a string in the piano,
which produces a pitch that corresponds to the name of that particular
key. So, technically, the piano is a
percussion instrument, an instrument
in which something is hit to produce a
sound.
In Bela Bartok's exciting Sonata for
Two Pianos and Percussion, the
similarities between piano and other
percussion instruments are explored.
Often, the pianos will hammer out
chords repeatedly in unison with the
rhythms the drummers are playing,
using the piano in a way more like a
drum than a piano. At other times,
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Flying horse delights kabuki audience
by Brian Threlkeld

In Kyoto, Minamiza Theater's
September program of Kabuki drama
featured Ennosuke Ichikawa in Toryu
Oguri Hanjan. It is a fine tale of
treachery, loyalty, and courage. But
for us, the story may take a back seat
to its presentation. Kabuki is thrilling,
engrossing, ribald, sparkling, and
ultimately moving drama. It is
presented through song, dance,
music, posture, unique acting conventions, and audience response.
Onstage an actor may play multiple roles, often two in one scene, as
little as a minute apart. Onnagata,
female impersonators, may be exquisitely beautiful; one often forgets
that they are not women. Ennosuke
combined these talents in the third
act, playing a female role, requiring
him to weep hysterically with grief,
wailing and weaving his body, head
and hands as his character slipped into
derangement. He exited, returning to
the stage within a minute composed
and dignified as the male hero.
The audience is a participating
element, more so than in Western
traditions of theater. When a favorite
actor makes an entrance, a spectacular
exit, or a dramatic gesture, everyone
applauds; people will shout out the
actor's name, recite lines in anticipation, or indicate that they are well informed by exclaiming
'Mochimashita! ''(' 'I was waiting
for this!'').
With an eye to such involvement,
kabuki plays to the full range of
human emotions. Comedy, tragedy,
sympathy,and outrage are developed,
and the actors work to elicit emotional responses from the audience.
The sets and makeup are often
lavish, and some of the effects are
remarkable. A pantomime horse
reared up and pawed the air, kicked
its hind feet, and carried Ennosuke off
stage. Another horse later carried Ennosuke and the heroine into the air
and away over the audience. When
one of Ennosuke 's characters committed seppuku, blood gushed down the
face of rock where he sat. Painted
blue cloth covering the stage, when
billowed by stage hands who leaped
under it, created excellent simulation
of a stormy lake.
I question the value of some effects. Japanese seem to love gadgets
and novel, impressive devices. Their
response in the theater seemed to be
Wow! Look what they're doing
now!" Spectacle is not bad in itself.
Special effects energize a kabuki performance considerably. But in kabuki,
the actors
their performances are

the spectacles; soemthing so spectacular as a horse riding off through
the air distracts the audience and is
really extraneous to what is essential
in kabuki.
Those who perform kabuki are not
beyond laughing at their art. In the
second act, Sojno stole the show with
his performance as a seedy fifth-rate
bum. One unique feature of kabuki
theater is the ramp for the back of the
hall leading down to the stage; important characters use this for dramatic,
stylized exits and entances. Sojno's
bum—a marvelous clown,
really—made such an exit, but he
resembled more a tipsy buffon lampooning kabuki heroism. As his did
his parody of the on-ramp dance, a
small dirk flew from his costume to
the floor by the seats. A woman picked it up and handed it back to him. In
character, Sojno bent down to receive
it, grinning broadly and nodding his
head thanking the woman. He continued up the ramp to the audience's
applause and laughter.
That episode was chiefly comic,
but it also set the stage for
Ennosuke's traditional exit up the
ramp later in the act. These exits
feature a dance, focusing on postures
requiring great balance, strength, and
agility. They deliver impressions of
determination and purpose, although
the extent of that will vary from
character to character.
Despite its flair, extravagence, and
flash, kabuki can be a profound
presentation of human drama. In the
third act, Sojno played a mother and
Ennosuke her daughter. The mother
tells her daughter that she cannot
marry the hero, for he has found his
previous fiancee who had been kidnapped. (If you have trouble keeping
that straight, just show this to the
nearest ''General Hospital''fan, who
should have a knack for following
such plot lines.) The daughter
becomes insane, and tries to attack
the lovers. The mother tries to
restrain her, and strikes her with a
sword accidently. The mother then
recognizes that she must kill her
daughter; as this realization dawns on
her, Sojno shows a genuine horror in
his character's eyes. It was a skilled
display which would merit praise on
any stage in Europe or America.
Kabuki is romantic, vigorous,
splendid theater. What a place for
magnificent deeds, for heroes, and for
audiences to revel in their triumphs!
Noh theater is tremedously different from kabuki, though both are
extended productions. Of those I
saw, the kabuki ran four hours and
twenty minutes. the Noh, with five

plays and dance interludes, lasted
almost seven hours. Kabuki originated
in the early 1 600s, deriving many of
its conventions from Noh, which is
perhaps 250 years older. Kabuki is
great popular entertainment, with a
potential for broad appeal. Noh is an
aristocratic art, and requires patience
to enjoy its values of deliberateness
and subtlety. Noh is austere and
stylized. One feels as though one is
watching puppets suddenly filled with
human life, or humans enveloped in
ancient forms of costumes and fabrics,
sending them in motion with studied,
unhurried elegance.
While kabuki actors use heavy
makeup, Noh players in principle
roles employ masks; unmasked individuals on stage keep their bare
faces stoic and mask-like. The mask
must inform the audience of mood and
emotion in a character. The masks
themselves are slightly smaller than an
actual human face, and thus seem to
enhance a character's height.
In the first play I saw, the actor
entered from the ramp which runs
from left to right in front of the audience, wearing the mask of a young

woman. In the absolute silence, her
feet slid forward slowly, carefully,
with no attempt to make haste. Her
slightly smiling face made her seem a
thing out of an untouchably distant
past. It was beautiful, but the silence,
the unhurried, invarying pace, and the
abstractness of the mask made it seem
one of the most stunningly disquieting
things I have seen in any theater.
If one has the patience, Noh
becomes engrossing, and at times exciting. But it will never be popular
entertainment. Its complexities are
shielded by a deceptive simplicity and
it demands one's full attention in
order to perceive subtle movements
and actions. As one actor speaks,
another, kneeling, moves his feet in
short, smooth motions, so that he
slowly orients himself in the other's
direction. Nothing is done to distract
from the play's mood and tempo.
Brian Threlkeld, the University of
Puget Sound's second Laura H. Cunningham Fellow, is traveling through
East Asia. Ed.
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Study Break: Is anyone eating out there?
by Steve Campion

Why is everyone on a diet? It
seems hard to find anyone who is not
at least trying to keep a diet. What
happened to normal people? Has all
America gone calorie-conscious mad?
I am no health expert, nor do I
claim to be one, but I can trace this insanity back to the early seventies
when TAB went sugar free. I
remember seeing a measuring tape
squeezing a glass of the soda in a
television ad. By drinking only one
calorie, the ad explained, you, like
this glass of TAB, will get a slim,
hourglass figure.
TAB was innocent enough. It
seemed to be a nice way to give
overweight people something to drink
with fewer calories than they would
bum up going to the refrigerator. But
that innocent soft drink led to a new
hideous market of diet food. Yum
yum.
The Shasta company put out diet
versions of all its drinks. Pepsi created
Pepsi Light and Diet Pepsi. Dr. Pepper and 7-Up and nearly every other
company introduced low calorie or
sugar free versions.
Fine, I thought. Now dieters can
have the freedom to drink away
without sending their scales
a-spinflifl'.
Then came diet beer. Now, in this
world of food—from Cheetos to
Coca-Cola, from Triscuits to
Twisp—the last thing I would have
guessed to fall into the diet category

/

was beer. Think of it. Diet beer. I
never would have guessed that the
stereotypical sports enthusiast would
fall for such a trick. I still find it difficult to believe that armchair quarterbacks, 'who sit watching television all
day long while the lawn grows and
the mower rusts, would worry about
their caloric intake.
When it comes to serious dieting,
though, beer-bellied males are
nothing compared to the average slim
female. I know of not one girl who is
not on some sort of diet. "No,
thanks. I can't eat that," they say.
"I've got to keep on my diet."
Maybe women know something men
don't. But come on, girls. If you have
a 24 inch waist, forget the diet every
so often.
One girl I knew was 5 '3" and
weighed 92 pounds. "I have to lose
weight," she said.
"But you look fine already," I
said.
"No, I don't," she said, grabbing
her stomach. ''Look at all this fat!"
I guess I will never quite get into
dieting. I guess there is a happy
medium between overeating and
undereating and if I strike it every so
often, I am happy. I have counted
calories before but I quit because my
calculator didn't have an exponent
function. While some people can
pinch an inch, I can pinch to the moon
and back. Well, maybe not that far.
When the ''fitness age''first came
about, low-cal drinks were the
''thing." Coffee and water were

idolized because they don't have any
calories. Then, the caffeine-free products showed up: coffee, soda,
aspirin. Pepsi-Free interests me. The
ad slogan runs, ''It's caffeine
free ... positively Pepsi-Free." That
means there is no caffeine in the
drink. But it also means there is
"positively" no Pepsi in it either.
What is in it?
Still, people gulp down diet foods
and drinks: Diet cheese. Low calorie
wine. ''Lite" dinners. And because
there are fewer calories in each morsel

CVC is matching volunteers
and community organizations
by Carolyn Glenn
Trail Staff Writer

The Community Volunteer Center,
(CVC), is a referral service that offers
students the opportunity to enhance
their college education outside the
classroom. Located in Room 212 of
the Student Union Building, the
Community Volunteer Center is set
up to match students interested in
community service with groups or
organizations needing assistance.
Caroline Hartzell, CVC coordinator, explains the office's role:
"Different groups will call, such as
Public Health Services, Child Study

Napoleon's
Barber Styling
Salon
Appointments Available
3104 6th Avenue
759-8586
Ask for Sharon or Carol

$1.00 off on $8.50 shearshape or $10.00 style
with this ad

or sip, the dieters of America feel
secure enough to eat or drink a little
more.
At a restaurant I worked at, a
heavy woman once ordered four large
sandwiches, two large orders of
french fries, and one large diet soft
drihk. I offered her a bag to put
everything in, but she declined, saying, "No thanks. I'll eat it right
here."
She did, too. She probably didn't
feel any guilt from her diet, either.
Not as long as she had that diet drink.

and Treatment Center, the YMCA or
various food drive organizations, and
I'll match them up with a student who
has come in to volunteer. I've set up
quite a few PT/OT students in
therapy programs so they can get the
community hours their major requires,
and I'm arranging right now to have
Circle K set up a Halloween escort
service. My work is mainly phonecalling.''
Hartzell, a junior, worked with the
Chaplain's Office and the Career
Development Center to host the recent ''Invest Yourself" service fair,
which introduced numerous volunteer
organizations to the UPS community.
Volunteers are needed to provide a
number of services, such as tutoring
working with the elderly, providing
recreation services, and helping the
handicapped. Certain elementary and
high schools need tutors, and retarded
citizens at Western State Hospital or
the Child Study and Treatment Center
need assistance.
Hartzell became interested in
heading the volunteer center, when
she dropped in last year to check it
out. After talking with then coordinator Stacy Etheredge, Hartzell applied for the work-study position
operated under ASB and the Career
Development Center.
"It is different and interesting,''
she continues, ''and I like the idea of
contact with community organizations
outside of campus.''
Hartzell feels that people need to
know about the center. She plans to
start publicizing heavily in the near
future.
"It would be nice to make people
aware of the program. A lot of people
come up and say 'Gee, I didn't even
know it was up here!'

'.
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Students promote aware ness of psychology
by Donnie Trevathan
Trail Staff Writer

Filling a gap that has been felt on
campus for several years, psychology
students have organized a new club
for those interested in psychology.
Tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Howarth
003 they will hold the second
meeting and all interested students are
invited.
The group has yet to select its official name or to go before the student
senate for official ASUPS recognition,
but plans to do both. The name
Psychology Club' was used for
organizational purposes, but
^

Psychology major Russ Moore explains ''We want a name that carries
a little more weight. We have a lot of
activities planned besides just 'club
meetings'."
Their statement of purpose begins:
"Our goal is to provide an organization for psychology majors and interested students to promote further
awareness and educational opportunities in psychology." The
students feel that there are various
methods they can use to meet this
goal.
Maria Campbell says ''We plan to
sponsor lectures, discussion groups,
field trips—anything that will help

people learn about psychology and
how to apply it." Specific plans of
the group includes having members of
the UPS Psychology faculty give
presentations on their research and
convention experiences, and. offering
workshops to help psychology
students prepare for grad school.
Second-year Psychology professor
Carrie Margolin is the official advisor
of the club. She says, ''The department is 100% behind them. We are
very glad to see the students taking
the initiative to get this going, and we
want to encourage them, but they
have to supply the impetus."
Margolin adds that the club will make

UPS eligible to be a chapter of Psi
Chi, a national honor society in
psychology.
Another important objective of the
club is to increase communication between the students and faculty and
between the students themselves.
Student Kelly Russell explains ''I'm a
senior Psych major and I hardly know
any of the other Psych majors."
Russ Moore adds, ''We hope that
the organization will add a degree of
cohesiveness to the psychology
students, and also make psychology
more accessible for those who haven'
been able to take any psych classes.

London: A pub on every street corner
by Roxanne Blair

London is a literary city. If you
have never been here, London exists
for you; not as city in fact, but as a city in imagination—a fantastical place,
a dream, an idea, a city in literature.
You might know London from your
childhood as a rhyme by A.A. Mime,
or perhaps you know her as the gritty,
sooty home of Oliver Twist and
Ebenezer Scrooge. She is as frightening as Jack the Ripper, as baffling as
Sherlock Holmes. Before you come
here, you have already seen London—someone else's London.
And when you arrive, you find that
London is not at all what you had expected: now you must make her your
own.
London is, as she always has been,
a varied, cosmopolitan city. Tandoori
Indian restaurants crowd next to
Wimpy burger bars—and there is a
pub on every corner. An old man's
reflection is framed by steel and con-

crete as he sells his newspapers in
front of the new bank. The smell of
exhaust settles over the fruit vendor's
produce as the noisy traffic streams
by. Across the street, the magnificent
dome of St. Paul's Cathedral reaches
for the sky. Cars are parked next to
bricks and stones laid by the Romans.
In the bowels of the city, beneath the
streets, people scurry through a maze
of tunnels, intent upon reaching their
various destinations.
In the Tube, London's subway,
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSINTERESTED IN SIGNING UP
FOR STUDENT HEALTHINSURANCE. The enrollment
period for student health insurance has
been reopened and the new closing
date will be October 25, 1983.
After the 25th of October enrollment
will not reopen until Winterim.
Please go to the Cashiers office to pay
for the insurance.

the city's inhabitants come face to
face. But they don't see each other.
Nor do they speak to one another; the
trains are always deathly silent. It is
easy to silence your voice, but what
about your eyes? There is nowhere to
look; the windows only reflect the inside of the car. Staring. People stare.
They stare into space, at the floor, at

each other, at their laps—and into
books. Or newspapers. Or
magazines. They hide from each other
by burying their eyes in print.
One way or another, London remains a literary city.
Roxanne Blair, a senior at UPS, is
studying in London for the Fall 1983
term.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
GROUPS AND WORKSHOPS
Learn skills to increase your personal and
academic success. Sign up for any of these groups
at 201 SUB, or phone 756-3372
Test Anxiety—Learn physical and mental ways to relax and cope with anxieties that
may be preventing you from showing your full capabilities on tests.
Time: 2 groups, (1) Wednesdays, 9:00-10:00 a.m. starting Oct. 26; (2) To be arranged to
match schedules of those interested. Both groups are 4 sessions.

Ladies Night Thursday, 7-close
Interpersonal Growth—A personal exploration of communication, trust, making

>-

contact with others, anger, caring...
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ANNEX

2710 N. 21st

;

759-6300
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Time: Thursdays, 3:30-5:00 p.m., starting Oct. 27
Eating Disorders Support Group—For individuals engaging in self-starvation,
binging and purging behavior, and overeating. Current information on eating disorders, personal sharing and support.
Time: To be arranged: contact Counseling Center
Herpes Support Group—For people having herpes simplex II (genital herpes) who
want help dealing with related emotional issues (i.e., handling intimacy, relationships,
etc.).
lime: To be arranged; contact Judy Roska at Counseling Center.
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Sports
Loggers hack Oregon Tech, 50 — 6
by Greg Warden
Trail Sports Writer

The University of Puget Sound
Homecoming football game
proved bitter-sweet, since the Loggers were able to savor a 50-6
thrashing of Oregon Tech, only to
learn that their first three victories
may have to be forfeited. Because of a
discrepancy between NCAA and
NAIA eligibility, UPS used a player
who was technically ineligible. Their
action may void the first three Loggers victories.
Whatever the outcome of the
NAIA ruling, the Loggers erased any
doubts about their offensive and
defensive ability with a convincing
win over the defending conference cochamps, Oregon Tech.
1983

-a

Oregon Tech, after recovering an
onside kick, had the first chance to
score with a 42 yard field goal attempt that was close, but not close
enough. The Loggers answered with
a 76 yard drive as quarterback Kevin
Reimer hit running back Todd
McGrady who slipped behind the
defense and sprinted ahead to score.
Following a Reimer interception on
the UPS 28, Oregon Tech answered
by driving the ball to 13 and then
scoring on a sweep around the left
side by running back Robert Jackson.
Costa again failed to hit for the extra
point, so the Loggers remained in the
lead by one.
UPS scored once more before the
half, when, with a fourth and one on
the Owl 42, McGrady blasted off left
tackle and through the short yardage

defense, for the second of his three
TD 's.
The game opened up in the third
quarter, however, with the Loggers
stunning Oregon Tech by scoring
three touchdowns in just over two
minutes. Reimer, who threw for 18
completions in 33 attempts for 271
yards and 3 touchdowns hit running
back Les Braxton with a short pass in
the right flat and then saw Braxton
juke one defender on his way to the
end zone. On their ensuing possession, OIT fumbled the ball away to
the Loggers on their own 48. Taking
the first play from scrimmage, Reimer
dropped back and hit wide receiver
Matt Thacker with a bomb into the
end zone. UPS completed its scoring
torrent when Darrin Smith intercepted
OIT quarterback Brad Lawrence's

Breakfast for Champions
By Sheldon Spencer

Carl Lewis drains the adrenaline from
my spirit. Mary Decker sucks the last
gasp from my lungs. Edwin Moses
lodges bile in my throat.
With every step they take, the
great runners of the world chase me
closer to my grave. Every record
broken, every laurel reaped by
athletes like the trio mentioned above
stokes the fires of jealousy in the pit
of my soul and stirs gangrenous envy
to engulf my pride. Just the sight of
living, breathing, realized athletic
potential makes me kick the turf and
curse what might have been.
For I believe that in some of us
resides a great athlete, waiting to
burst out of his shell and run like the
wind. The Jesse Owens who bides
his time inside of me is waiting for the
right moment. When I try to rush his
debut and he does not show, life can
become a tad embarrassing.
The last time Jesse jilted me was a
sunny Saturday morning in the middle
of Pacific Avenue last year. I was
two-thirds of the way through a taxing 300 yard first heat of a city-wide
bedrace for Muscular Dystrophy,
when I screamed for reserve power to
help me push my share of a fourposter the final hundred yards across
the finish line. I looked down at the
white stripes lining the asphalt racing
beneath, me. Occassionally I would
one -

hen the othe

one, desperately trying to keep pace
with the strides of my three teammates. Again, I begged Jesse to
materialize and escort me the final
hundred.
Then I looked heavenward, just for
a second, and the earth moved. Suddenly, my feet, which had been
separated by the unaccustomed width
of my rapid strides, found each other.
My innards stirred, my nostrils flared,
my lungs swelled, and! was propelled
about 15 feet along the roughest tract
of pavement the Avenue has to offer.
My great footwork caused me to lose
my balance. I tripped, yet maintained
a stranglehold on the bedpost I had
been running parallel to moments
ago. My knees and elbows scraped
the street in harmony with the
astonished laughter of the crowds lining the sidewalks. I remember thinking, "Maybe I can recover my
footing, and it will look like nothing's
happened." But before I could summon my genie in a bottle once more, I
unwittingly relaxed my grip from the
bedpost and kissed asphalt.
My chin embedded in the fast lane
at the intersection of 11th and Pacific,
I wondered what was the inspiration
to enter my atrophied mass into a race
I had no chance of finishing, let alone
winning. As I stood and brushed
away the gravel the Ave had spiked
into my shins, I watched my teammates break through the tape in the
H

nee md I

I n

glory of winning.
As weathered and trite as is any
cliche about the glories of victory,
there is always an essential truth inherent to it. My teammates wore exhausted but satisfied looks when I
finally reached them, and they were
confident that they would win the ensuing heats, the semifinals and the
finals. The grand prize, the chance to
go to Hawaii, was theirs for the taking. Nothing caould stop them, not
even the uncoordinated fool standing
before them, nursing a busted lip.
Those good athletes found a
replacement in the crowd and almost
won the finals. I sulked on the
sidelines, bemoaning my fate: Why
couldn't I run like the great sprinter
Carl Lewis does, or muster the
stamina the 1500 meters maid Mary
Decker has, or the smoothness and
consistency hurdler Edwin Moses has,
just once? And though answers like
the fact that I never disciplined myself
to prepare for a challenge, I have rarely achieved any goals set before me,
and the possibility that I may not be a
natural-born athlete, swirled in my
aching head. I shrugged them off, for
I believe the real answer dwells
somewhere wil1in seeming reack It
is teeming untapped, bottled and aging, beyond the tape that marks the
finish line of the race that I cannot
win.

pass on the Owl 28, returning it to
the one, where McGrady was able to
punch it across.
The 21 point burst seemed to
ground the Owls. Braxton, acessing
the spurt, commmented, "I think
what happened is that we just went
out and jumped on them.
Faced with a 28 point deficit, OIT,
who had run against the Puget Sound
defense with some effectiveness, was
forced to the air. The UPS secondary
proved more than equal to the
challenge, holding Lawrence to only
16 completions in 40 tries and picking
off four.

"On
Nov. 17th,
adopt
a friend
who
smokesIf
,

Help a friend get through
the day without a cigarette.
They might just quit
forever. And that's
important. Because good
friends are hard to find.
And even tOugher to lose.

THE GREAT
AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY"
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Loggers T ut on prob ation
by Ron Schmoll
Sports Editor

What's happening in Logger football, you ask? Well, as the saying
I've got some good news and

some bad news.
On the positive side, after dropping their first game to an inspired PLU
squad, the gutsy Logger gridders pulled themselves up by their boot straps
and won their last tour games

Sports beat
Lady Loggers come up short
The UPS women's soccer squad,
having scored the opening goals in the
past three matches, couldn't come
away with victories against powerful
Western Washington University,
University of Washington, or PLU.
Jeana Ryan drew first net for UPS
and the Lady Loggers found
themselves in a 1-1 tie at halftime
against Western Washington.
However, three minutes into the second half, Western began to bombard
the net, scoring seven more goals to
win 8-1.
Looking to pick up the pieces after
the loss, the team traveled to the
University of Washington for a
referee-delayed match. Showing
good field coverage on offense as well
as defense, UPS produced some quality play to see a halftime score of 1-1.
Feeling bruised and battered by the
previous day's match, the Loggers
grudgingly gave up two more goals in
the second half, losing 3-1.
The injury-riddled squad then came
home to face a much improved PLU
team, and although the Loggers
dominated play for much of the game,

the two goals scored by Denise Boyer
were only enough to equal that of
PLU. The final score, UPS-2,
PLU-2.
This Week's Events

Friday, Oct.21:
Women's Volleyball v. University of
Portland at home
Saturday, Oct.22:
Football at Southern Oregon

Men's Soccer at Central Washington
Sunday, Oct.23:
Women's Soccer at WSLI

Cross Country v. CWU at Ellensburg
Tuesday, Oct.25:

Men's Soccer v. Warner Pacific at
home
Women's Volleyball v. CWU at
home
Thursday, Oct.26:

Women's Soccer at PLU
Today:

Women's Volleyball at Lewis and
Clark
This column provided by your local
Domino's Pizza store.

Dan Knowles
Foreign Auto Clinic
call
272-0062 or 627-9432
Hours 8 - 5:30
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won. If Moore were a star quarterback with a great arm, or a runningback with lightning speed, or if illegal funds were being used to buy
Moore a new SAAB Turbo 900, a
membership at Fircrest, and his own
personal valet and chef, then I might
say the UPS athletic program deserves
whatever the NAIA can throw at
them. However, this is not the case.
In the past, UPS has maintained the
highest standards of athletic competition and is well respected ethically. If
the appeal to the NAIA fails, only the
Logger swimming and basketball
teams would remain unaffected by the
probation.
By transferring temporarily to
Olympic, Mike Moore was only trying to improve his academic record,
that is, to better himself. If the NALA
upholds their recent ruling, and denies
Ecklund appeal on behalf of UPS,
then they had better come up with a
very good explanation. lithe quest
for knowledge is to be stifled by an
unsympathetic committee, then the
UPS athletic program shouldn't be on
trial—the committee should. The
fact remains that the Logger football
team won their last four games, and
no committee can take that away from
them.
Life just wasn't the same for Benjy
after he met Alan Swann. Peter
O'Toole stars as Alan Swann, the eccentric screen idol appearing in New
York on a popular television show in
"My Favorite Year." Benjy, a
novice writer, is assigned to watch
over him during his stay, and together
they develop, a zany relationship.
Showtimes for this original comedy
are 6, 8, and 10 on Friday and Saturday, and 6 and 8 on Sunday. No
alcohol, pennies, or Canadian money,
please.

TYPEWRITER "TUNE UP" - $12.50

Special Effects

BACK TO SCHOOL CLEANING SPECIAL ON ALL MAKES
OF MANUAL OR ELECTRIC PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

THE TYPEWRITER SHOP
4304 Sixth Avenue
Tacoma
756-0700
(one block east of Stevens)

Contemporary Hair Artistry
- New wave styling

• blow out dust, lint, & erasures
• minor adjustments included
• wash type faces & rubber parts • ribbon/parts extra, if needed
SMITH CORONA
UPS students, facu'ty, staff

- Conditioning

- Crimping

- Perming

- Braiding

- All colors

10% discount to UPS students

authorized dealer
k

straight.
They left in their
tumultuous wake an upset victory
over the favored Linfield College
team (ranked 16th), who went on to
beat the seventh ranked PLU. The
Loggers' record now stands at 4-1.
Or does it?
A shadow of gloom clouded the
UPS athletic department last week
when it learned that Mike Moore, a
junior reserve cornerback who has
been playing for the Loggers in the
last three games, was actually ineligible. As a result, the team will have to
forfeit its first three wins. The entire
athletic program has been put on
NAIA probation. This, of course,
erases any hopes for Logger football
post season play and any kind of
positive publicity nationally.
Moore played football for UPS last
fall, but was having trouble with his
grades and decided to transfer temporarily to Olympic Junior College in
Bremerton, where he took a full
academic load. The plot thickens, for
at the time when Moore left for
Olympic, UPS was still in NCAA
Division II. If this were still the case,
the games the Loggers played would
count. Unfortunately, NAIA rules,
to which UPS must now adhere, state
that an athlete must be enrolled in
school for 16 weeks before he or she
can compete legally.
Wham! The Loggers' record drops
like a ton of bricks to a depressing
1-4.
UPS Athletic Director Jack
Ecklund has appealed the case to the
NAIA District I eligibility committee,
but the outlook is dim. In the past it
has been pretty much of a given that
any team in a similar predicament
would automatically be forced to
forfeit the games. However, the
District I eligibility committee may
recommend to the National NAIA
eligibility committee that the punishment to the UPS athletic program be
less severe, lithe entire athletic program must suffer because of a mix-up
during this confusing transitional
time, then something is rotten in the
state of Denmark.
As a reserve cornerback, Moore
couldn't have possibly made a big difference in the games the Loggers

Offer expires 10/31/83
— — —

10% discount with coupon
— —
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Frosh dorm enters rat race
Harrington Hall resident assistants
announced today that the freshmen in
that dorm voted to rename Harrington
''Habitrail Hall''. The all-freshman
dorm, which is an experiment in the
"common freshman experience" the
White Paper advocates, may foster
bonding between freshmen, says
Housing Coordinator Louise
Pietrafesa.
Despite the experimental nature of
an all-freshman dorm at UPS,
Habitrail freshmen declare that their
choice of the hail's name had nothing
to do with the way they feel about
themselves. At the heavily attended
hail meeting where students agreed
upon ''Habitrail" as a new name,
several freshmen made positive
statements about living in the hall.
'We felt that since 'University
Hall' just got to change its name to
Gus Hall' we were entitled to adopt
a new name, too, ,, said a freshman
leader at Habitrail.
'The name 'Habitrail' has nothing
to do with us feeling like we are part
of an experiment or anything," said
another freshman. ''We don't feel
like guinea pigs."
"I did dream I was a white rat last
night, though," another added.
Most freshmen like their Habitrail
experience so far. ''The little green
light you have to turn on so that you
can get the door open is keen,"
squeaked one girl. Another student
claimed, ''It's a fun place to
live ... but they do keep changing the
locations of the bathrooms on us. It
can be a little confusing."
According to Director of Academic
Advising Ron Adkins, the freshman
year is ''a series of disorienting
shocks." The peer advisor program
in Habitrail is designed to provide
support for freshmen as they accustom
themselves to their new environment.
So that they could better empathize
with their freshman charges, peer advkors were given shock treatments

before Orientation Week. ''I think
they call us 'peer advisors' because
it's our job to look in on the freshmen
and record our observations," one
peer advisor said.
One aim Habitrail peer advisors
share is ''pepping up the freshman
class." After treating several
Habitrail freshmen for sleep disorders
last week, a Health Services Center
staff member who asked to remain
anonymous reported high levels of
metamphetamine in their blood.
Habitrail freshmen deny taking drugs,
but admit that some "funny-tasting
brownies" are passed around at the
popular weekly hall meetings. "I
don't mean to sound crass," said the
Health Center employee, ''But if
higher involvement is what the peer
advisors want, they must be getting
it.
Advantages of a dorm like
Habitrail should make up for any little
hitches, and they should get ironed
out in time, anyway, says Pietrafesa.
The biggest advantage Pietrafesa cites
is ''fostering bonding between
members of the freshman class."
Psychology professor Richard
Hartley agrees that getting freshman
independents and greeks together is a
healthy idea. ''Studies show that
greek organizations are prone to too
much inbreeding. I like the idea of
mixing the two groups. I hope to use
Habitrail Hall evaluations as part of
the curriculum for my Human Sexuality class next year.''
An equally positive response came
from President Philip Phibbs, who exclaimed: ''The Habitrail system is
similar to systems in the psychology
labs at Princeton, Yale, and
Harvard."
In the near future, Phibbs hopes to
test the effectiveness of the support
system Habitrail is supposed to
develop. One of the tests he proposes is introducing a virus into the
hall to see if freshmen are as suppor-

A freshman couple relaxes in Habitrail Hall's newly remodeled B. F. Skinner Lounge.
to become a more integral part of the
tive in sickness as they are in health,
campus community."
Phibbs cites an additional advantage
to his plan: ''If the virus spreads
The Combat Zone is intended as
campus-wide, we '11 know that
a satirical work and, as such, has
Habitrail freshmen are associating
been set off from the rest of the
with other constituencies on campus.
newspaper. Any resemblance to
If certain groups don't get sick, we
any person, place, or thing '
p1rely coincidental.
will know they are the ones who need

Church keeps up with times
The First Church of Christ, Computer Scientist, is welcoming students
to its Tacoma branch on North K
Street. One of the fastest growing
religious sects in the United States,
the church bases its doctrine on what
founder Pascal de Petomaine called
"biblical cybernetics." ''Let's face
it," says de Petomaine, ''Christ is an
information system. He said it
himself, 'I am the word made
flesh.'"
The church hopes to attract
younger members to the faith through
placement of Christian games in video

arcades. 'Temptation' is a popular
game at local parlors. Players use a
joystick to manipulate a little Christ
figure through a desert studded with
riches, honor, women, and fine food.
Throughout the game's seven frames,
a tiny red Satan with a pitchfork appears and disappears.
'''Calvary' is my favorite," says
young Tacoman Lester Anodyne.
"I've only got to the fifth stage of
the cross, but my brother Luther has
got all the way to the right hand of
God.''
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